013 - Pass the Band (Couple Game)
Material Required: 1. Rubber Bands
2. Circular Pencils
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outh holding)
Rule: 1. Pencil can not be adjusted by hand (mouth
once the game started.
2. Rubber band can not be touched during the
e movement
movem
moveme and
rubber band transfer.
3. The partner standing at second line will neither
ither touch
touc
tou the pencil
/ Rubber band nor move from his position
n during
uring the
th game.
4. Only one rubber band can be transferred
erred
red at a time
t
tand on the
Description: 1.The partners will stand
two lines (approx 3 meter apart).
rt).
2. Partner standing at second
cond
d line will
w hold
one pencil in his mouth.
3. Partner standing att first
rst line
line will
w hold one pencil in his mouth
and then start the game.
ame.
e.
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4. The partner
standing at line one will put one
partne sta
rubber band in his pencil and move towards
other partner
and try to shift the Rubber Band
rtne
t
into his partners pencil (without touching pencil
or rubber band).
5. Then come back and put other rubber band in his pencil and
repeat.
6. At the end of 2 minutes the couple who transfer maximum
number of rubber bands is winner.
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014 - Mummy Wrap (Couple Game)
Material Required:
couples.

1. Two colored toilet paper roll for each
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Rule: 1. The max marks for each couple is 10
2. If the paper tears off during the game, then 1 mark will be
deducted.
3. The max time allowed is 1 minutes.
4. If both the rolls are not utilized, then you are out..
5. The female partner can advice his partner,
r,, but
cannot touch the paper.
ferent
ent colour
colo
Description: 1. Give two rolls of different
toilet paper to each couple.
2. After 'Start' signal the male member
ember will
wi
w try to
decorate his partner with the help
lp of toilet
toil
toile paper.
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3. The
e marks will be awarded on the basis of
look and
d design.
desig
4. The couple with max score is winner.
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015 - Balloon Race (Couple Game)
Material Required: 1. Medium size balloon as per no of
participants
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Rule: 1. Balloons to stay on forehead only
2. If balloon slips to any partner body below
the neck then that couple is disqualified
3. If balloon bursts (due to any reason) then
that couple is disqualified
4. Balloon can not be touched by any
partner during the race
5. Use of any adhesive is not permitted
tted
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rs will stan
stand at start line.
Description: 1. All the partners
2. Distribute the balloons to each
ch partner.
partn
part
3. Ask then to place the balloon
in figure
oon as shown
s

4. When all payers have placed the balloons
properly ask them to remove there hand from
balloons
5. Signal to start
6. The couple who reaches the finish line first is the Balloon Race
is the winner.
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016 - Brick Race (Game)
Material Required: 1. No of bricks as per participants (two brick
per couple)
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Rule: 1. If the partner (partner-B) who is moving
on brick touches the ground or takes any other
support then the couple is disqualified
le
Description: 1. Ask all the players to assemble
at the start line
2. Give one brick to one partner (partner-A)
A)
3. Ask partner-B to stand on one brick placed
laced
ed on line
lin
4. Signal to start
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5. The other partner
will place one
ner (partner-A)
(pa
brick at a distance,
his partner (partnerstance,
ance, where
wh
w
B) can comfortably
comfo tably place his one leg and then
both the
he
e leg.
6. Now the p
partner-A will take the other brick
pa
(lying on ground
as his partner-B has moved
g
forward) and again place at a distance so that
his partner (partner-B) can move forward.
7. The partners will keep on repeating the same till they reach the
finish line
8. The couple who reaches the finish line first is the Brick Race
winner
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